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Editorial

As indeed is its intention

the Acquisitions

of the Year Exhibition at Temple Newsam

visitors and staff alike a regular
opportunity to take the pulse of a growing
collection. Many years ago when this
exhibition first became a fixture in the
calendar of the art galleries it no doubt had
the simplest of intentions
a visual account of twelve months stewardship on
the part of the committee and its curatorial
advisers. A sort of public exposure of how
public money had been spent. It did in
fact have a much more subtle significance
for it acknowledged a principle, still not
everywhere understood, that an art gallery
is a living entity and that the best way of
checking its health is by the way its collection develops. Purchasing
power is
truly the lifeblood of a museum
the
richer this is the greater its ability to
attract and digest not only government
aid, but gifts and bequests. Private collectors with beneficial intent are rightly
sensitive of the company their treasures
are likely to keep so it all boils down to the
business of 'For whosoever hath, to him
shall be given'.
The 1967 exhibition was not so spectacular as its immediate predecessor, but
even the most optimistic curator cannot
reasonably expect Harewood desks and
Savery bequests to arrive at his museum
every year. Nevertheless, the recent show
was something to be proud of for it added
substantially in all directions to the city'
artistic wealth. Among the furniture was
the fine late seventeenth-century
walnut
table, the first purchase made from Lady
Martin's bequest, and one very worthy of
gives

—

—

her intentions. Then there were the two
needlework armchairs presented by Mr.
Stanley Burton and his family. These have
been on loan for some years and will
continue to adorn the blue damask room
where they can be contrasted and compared with other seat furniture also sporting original upholstery. Mrs. Turberville's
gift of her collection of lace unfortunately
cannot be put on show quite so easily and
we shall probably have to wait until we
get the money to create the costume and
accessory cases in the red corridor before
we can make the best use of it. These have
been planned and anticipated for a number of years now, but various financial
squeezes and checks have always overtaken the project before it could be
started. One day we hope the costume
collection, with its ancillary material, will
be an added
attraction
at Temple
Newsam.
A very distinguished group of work by
painters and sculptors of our own day was
a feature of the 1967 exhibition too. Apart
from the three paintings by Ross Mendes
acquired from the artist and presented to
us by one of our most regular benefactors,
all the work came from exhibitions held
in Leeds. The Gunther Uecker was in
the Leeds Students'rts
Festival show
'Form and Image', the Winslow Foot and
the Roger Leigh were shown at the Queens
Square Gallery and the Creffield and the
Bodens were included in the Gregory
Fellows exhibition
at our own City
these last were mentioned in the
gallery
Leeds Arts Calendar No. 59. In this group
of contemporary work only the Ruszkowskis were not acquired by the Leeds
Art Collections Fund. One, the 'Dress
Shop at Night'as bought out of corporation funds while the gouache study for
it and the oil of St. Michael's Mount were
presented by the artist. It is a very salutory result of the really splendid retrospective exhibition of the artist's work that
two of the finest pictures in it should have
been added to the permanent collection.
Talking of exhibitions, the prospects for
1967 looked as black as could be. The
cutting of the departmental estimates last
December was so drastic that the exhibition programme had to be curtailed to the

—

point almost of extinction. This was particularly serious for the year of the Musical
Festival for which it has become traditional
and corto put on specially important
exhibitions
like
expensive
respondingly
the 'Rug in Islamic Art'eld three years
ago. Fortunately face was saved by very
generous outside help and we are able,
after all the panics, to make a worthy contribution to the Festival programme. The
first body to our rescue was the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths who agreed
that we should proceed with our plans for
'Public Treasure'nd
that they would
carry most of the financial burden. We
hope that the obvious relish with which
visitors feasted their eyes on the spectacular display of silver recently acquired by
proud towns and universities has been an
adequate reward. The anonymous lender
of the Tiepolo frescoes provided a Festival
exhibition which could hardly be bettered.
We may take some pride perhaps in the
built to
fact that the room-within-a-room
receive them was planned and executed in
every detail by our own stafK The story
of the frescoes and how they got to Temple

—

—

Newsam is told in a specially prepared
booklet
paid for with the aid of a grant
from Leeds University. We were already
committed to the Rodin exhibition when
the financial stringencies struck us thank
goodness we were for it proved to be one
of the best travelling exhibitions the Arts
Council has organised for years. That the
Leeds showing happened to coincide with
the Festival was something of an accident,
but a very happy one. It is to be hoped
that the organisational hazards created by
having to set up so many displays at once
were not apparent to those who came to
became
enjoy them. The staff'radually
convinced that they worked for a travelling
circus and at the end of the exhibitions it
was difficult to convince them that they
did not have to go through the whole
performance
again in a neighbouring
town.
So some of the clouds which hung over
the early part of 1967 did have a silver
lining. We must hope for a break through
later in the year too, or at least that we
can continue to hide our poverty.

—

The area chosen for examination lay on
the grassy mound about 100 feet from the
south-west
corner of the House. The
ground immediately to the south falls away
steeply and there is a lesser slope on the
other sides. It was thought that were the
Kip engraving accurate, the banqueting
house would lie within the area of excavation. Figure 1 is a plan of the structures
which were uncovered, normally about
2 —2-.'eet below turf level. A number of
rotted tree stumps were encountered in the
centre of the site and over the whole area
no consistent or meaningful stratification
could be observed. The main features of
the plan are discussed below.
Towards the south of the mound and
This report describes
an excavation
running for over 30 feet in an approxicarried out during the autumn of 1963, mately east-west direction was a well
constructed drain with an outlet at its
primarily by members of Leeds University
Archaeological Society.'he object was to east end. The drainage channel was made
that area of the gardens
investigate
of stone blocks about 2 feet long, carrying
adjacent to the House which an engraving
a V-shaped groove. A single course of
by Jan Kip (1699) depicts as occupied by a bricks was sandwiched between the top of
small square pavilion of two storeys overeach side of the channel and the capping of
looking the bowling green at the end of the
flags. At the outlet end the drain curved
south terrace. The entrance facade has
appreciably to the south before termitwo tiers of coupled columns at the corners
nating. The original line was here indiand single columns flanking the doorway
cated on its north side by a continuing line
of bricks (plate 2). The bricks associated
(plate 1). Documentary evidence suggests
that the building is the 'garden banqueting
with the drain and elsewhere on the site
house'rected when the bowling green was were small by modern standards, measurlaid out and the palisade wall built in
ing about 8-.', x 3~s x 14 ins. The drain
1635—6.
to be connected
appeared
with the
Banqueting houses were normally built
foundations of what may have been a
on a mound in order to provide a good
small building in the south-west corner of
look out over the parterre, and varied in
the site.
size from small pavilions
to palatial
Running
east-west
approximately
summerhouses. The one at Temple Newthrough the site, about 28 feet to the north
sam appears to have been of the grandoise
of the drain and roughly parallel to it was
kind with glazed windows and sumptuous
a line of dressed stones, apparently forminterior since the building accounts include
ing the base of a wall. The gap in the wall
payments for ornamental plasterwork and
(about 4 feet wide) probably shows the
decorative paintings, and an inventory of position of a doorway or gate, since a block
16662 records that it contained:
of worked stone, carrying a socket was
found immediately adjacent to it. The wall
One round table 8: two square tables.
was traced for about 50 feet; it certainly
Eight backed chairs covered with green
extended to the west beyond the limits of
cloth and laced. One great green arm
the excavation.
chair and five high set work stools
Two other features of interest were
6 0 0 located. On the west side of the mound
In the Chamber over:
were two parallel rows of bricks laid on
Certain old boards and a pair of old edge and butted together. The line of
leads for a water pipe
10/— bricks did not join the wall at the north
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and although it led towards the foundations in the south-west corner, the line was
not traced through
in this direction.
Another line of bricks was found on the
east side of the site, extending for about
20 feet. For part of its length the structure
consisted of three parallel rows of bricks,
not bonded together and laid flat with a
single line of bricks on edge on either side:
it thus had the appearance of a shallow
trough. Towards the middle the row of
bricks on the east side was replaced by
blocks of stone which, towards the southern end, seemed to form the base of a wall.
Small finds were thinly scattered over
the whole site.s In general they had no
particular association with the structural
features, nor was their quantity sufficient
to enable many general conclusions to be
drawn. Apart from surface finds of recent
origin, the material included oyster shells,
bones, nails, a musket shot ('?), fragments
of window glass, pieces of dark-green
bottle glass and scraps of domestic glass.
Various lead fittings were found alongside
the wall on the north. There was a notable
lack of building debris on the site except
for two pieces of moulded plasterwork, one
in the form of an apple and the other
from a ceiling cornice. A third plaster
fragment in the form of a lion's paw is
probably a relic from one of the heraldic
beasts with which the garden was ornamented in the 17th century. The paw is
similar to those of the stone beasts carved
for Sir Arthur Ingram by Thomas Ventris,
examples of which survive in the garden at
Sheriff Hutton Park.4
Four clay pipe bowls were found. Three
of these (Fig. 2) are of a type dateable to
c. 1680—1720; one had its maker's stamp
MP intact. The fourth bowl (marked
IW) is of an earlier type c. 1620—50. A
piece of stem, carrying the stamp IP, was
also found.
The majority of the pottery finds were of
coarse unglazed red wares, many of them
obviously intended for horticultural
use;
only thirty or so sherds of ceramic interest
came to light. Several of these are of
probable late-medieval
date and thus
with the early
roughly
contemporary
building phase of the present House. They
include one sherd in a grey fabric with a

yellow-green glaze, five sherds with an
interior and exterior dark brown glaze
classified with 'Gistercian'ares,
and
three sherds of a coarser, rather gritty,
hardfired red-ware with a partial light
brown glaze. Later pottery
consisted
mainly of several fragments of Delft ware,
some with underglaze
blue decoration.
Probably also of late 17th century date
was a magnificent piece of slip-ware with a
raised design in light and dark brown slip
(Fig. 3). It probably formed part of the
base of a charger similar to the large
'Toftware'ish displayed in the House.
No identifiable pottery of more recent date
was found: this suggests a date early in the
18th century as the latest one possible for
the excavated structures.
Thus, although the documentary evidence shows that a banqueting house was
built at Temple Newsam in 1635—6, the excavation revealed nothing which can be
attributed with certainty as forming part
of the building portrayed by Kip in 1699.
Sufficient of the mound was cleared to
Fig. 2

Three clay pipe bou Is

(c) c. 1680—1720 unmarhe

bowling green are known to have been
rebuilt to Etty's designs at this date. All
these features, together with the layout of
the Jacobean gardens were swept away by
'Capability'rown,
since they are not
shown on his plan of the park dated 1762.

D. G.

Fig. 3 Fragment

of

late serenteenth-century

slipware

make it unlikely that other substantial
exist within the excavated
foundations
area. The almost complete absence of
building debris implies that traces of the
banqueting house have not survived, or
that it was located elsewhere, possibly to
the south or east of the mound where the
in this
ground now falls steeply away
case all vestiges would have been obliterated when the gardens were landscaped in
the mid-18th century.s
stratifiThe absence of meaningful
cation on the site and the general lack of
association between the small finds and
the structural features makes it impossible
to suggest a convincing date for the latter
by archaeological means. But the Temple
Newsam archives provide some grounds
for believing that the banqueting house
was pulled down by the York architect
William Etty in 1727 and another building erected on the site. This might help to
explain the confused character of the
remains. One of Etty's accounts, dated
6 Nov. 1727 is headed 'To work done in
the little house to be set up (windows,
doors etc.)
11 17 0'nd another is
for 'Mason work done at the little house at
the end of the south terrace at Temple
— g9 2 6'. This indicates
Newsam
that a building existed on the site in 1727,
but whether the payments refer to renovations or a reconstruction project is not clear.
The palisade walls and gateway of the

—$
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1. Permission to excavate was given by the Parks
Department of Leeds Corporation through their
director, Mr. L. G. Knight, The Society would like
to thank them for their co-operation and also Mr.
Cole, Superintendent of Temple Newsam and his
staff for their help and interest.
2. TN EA 3/10
3. All finds, together with a large scale plan of the
site, photographs, and a more detailed excavation
report, are at Temple Newsam House.
4. Illustrated, L.A.L, No. 51, p. 6
5. Several pieces of elaborately carved stonework,
the decorative details of which correspond to the
presumed
architectural style of the banqueting
house, have been incorporated in the wall of the
mid-eighteenth century ha-ha which runs near the
stte.
2 Drainage channel and associated structures
eastern end of the south wall

al

Furniture
from the
Savery
Bequest
Since Temple Newsam was developed as
a museum of decorative art various benefactors have enlarged the collections of

furniture by handsome gifts or bequests
which
reflect their personal
strongly
tastes. In 1939 Frank Fulford presented an
elegant group of neo-classical pieces to
furnish the Chinese Drawing Room; Lady
Ramsden gave a large number of seventeenth-century Spanish chests and chairs
in 1955 and five years ago David Dunstan
Schofield bequeathed a fine collection of
mahogany pieces mainly in the rococo
manner. The recent important
Frank
Savery bequest which included 21 items of
furniture,
provides another notable instance of a connoisseur with Yorkshire
connections enriching Temple Newsam
with a range of high quality pieces which
reveal a consistent taste. In 1955 we purchased five early Georgian mirrors from
Frank Savery's collection, these are now
joined by two others of the same period.
Their formal designs enhanced
with
carved, gilt and stamped ornament exemplify the aesthetic qualities he admired
most in furniture; they also show that he
insisted on the finest standards of craftsmanship and paid scrupulous attention to
condition. Their resolute lines and orderly
gilt decoration anticipate his taste for
dignified neo-classical furniture in which
refined
are harmoniously
proportions
united with crisp carving. Flamboyant
baroque and unrestrained
rococo pieces
apparently exerted little appeal, and the
plain attenuated forms of the 1790's are
likewise unrepresented.
The chief items

in his collection all combine elegance and
sobriety with a high technical finish, this
last requirement may explain why he found
the robust qualities of Tudor and Stuart

furniture

unsatisfactory.

The earliest of an exceptionally fine
series of eighteenth-century
chairs are two

rare examples in padouk wood. Padouk is
a type of Burmese red wood first used in
this country during
the 1720's. It is
extremely dense and has the colour and
texture of rosewood. Although the timber
was employed fairly extensively on the
Continent, English pieces are scarce, the
majority being chairs which conform to
The
contemporary
European
designs.
most sumptuous of the two chairs is highly
enriched with a low relief design of strapwork, acanthus scrolls and husk ornament
in emulation of carved gesso or embossed
leather. The front and back legs are of
cabriole form embellished
with shells,
acanthus and paired scrolls united by a
collar of husks. The most unEnglish
feature is the club feet conspicuously
carved with grotesque masks. The rhythmical curves of the uprights, vase-shaped
splat and seat rail have sufficient affinities
with native types to justify claiming an
English origin, but the plainer more stark
and angular lines of the other padouk
chair coupled with unusually bold claw
and hall feet suggest a foreign maker.
Both chairs are of outstanding quality,
the former, in particular, must be rated
one of the best recorded examples of an
uncommon variant type.
less spectacular,
a pair of
Although
walnut chairs of the 1730's are welcome
additions, for they help to fill a major gap
in the collection of seat furniture. At first
glance they might be mistaken for 'counbut in fact they
try Chippendale'ieces,
belong to the moment of transition between the sober Anglo-Dutch
style of
Queen Anne's reign and the restless
rococo idiom of the 1750's. This period,
sometimes
known as 'pre-Director',
is
characterised by a greater emphasis on
vertical lines. The basic design of these
chairs slightly curved uprights enclosing
wide pierced splats
was retained
by
who filled the backs with
Chippendale
varied rococo ornament. However, in the

—

—

1 Chair», padouh wood,
lefttEnglbsh;
right
probably Flemishi

both

—

c. 1725

—
—

2 Armchairs,

left satinwood;
right
mahogany;
both

c. 1780

1730's carved decoration was used sparingly. The front legs are emphasised by
claw and ball feet, shell motifs on the
cabriole knees and gadrooned brackets.
The front seat rail also has a little display
of carving a shell with scrolled foliageto relieve the otherwise plain surfaces. The
back splats are pierced by a splayed openwork design and simple scrolls decorate the
top rail; there is virtually no redundant
ornament. These chairs convey an impression of sturdy good taste, they are
satisfyingly English, depending for their
effect on beauty of outline and modest
carved decoration.

—

The bequest included several 'Chippen-

dale'hairs of medium quality,

two have
fanciful rococo splats, there is one pleasantly rhythmical ladderback chair (only
the second in the collection) and a fourth
None
is in the 'Chinese Chippendale'tyle.
of the pieces in this group need retard
discussion of two outstanding
pairs of
armchairs which can be dated to about
1780, a time when quality depended above
all on fine timber, carefully studied proportions and perfect execution.
The chairs are of dark mahogany and
deep amber-coloured satinwood, the timbers most favoured by leading craftsmen

4 Chetal dressing-glass,

3 Chair,

one

mahogany,
the height can be ajdusted by means
concealed in the standards

of a pair, u,alnut, c. 1735

c. 1780;
oj <<eights

became available. To enable the
mirror to reflect the whole person the
plate was either hung by swivel screws
permitting the angle to be adjusted, or,
more rarely, raised and lowered by lead
weights enclosed in the upright standards
(in the manner of a sash window). The
Savery Bequest included a very fine
weight-operated dressing-glass, the cresting
being pierced to form a convenient handle.
The piece is an important addition to our
collection of furniture fitted with ingenious
mechanical
contrivances.
The widely
legs are crisply carved with
splayed
anthemion, scrolls and acanthus ornament
which suggests a date of about 1780. The
ogee mouldings of the standards, heighten
the vitality of the structure
and the
finials and shaped
wrythen
top rail
introduce an element of variety.
The four Chippendale chairs already
referred to, a marble topped centre table
and a firescreen of the same period, together with three small pieces of neoclassical furniture have been added to the
reserve collections. It is a tribute to Frank
Savery's exacting standards that at this
date his bequest contained nine pieces of
such superlative quality that it was imperative a place should be found for them in the
primary collection.

at this period.

The legs, straight and
tapered in front, slightly splayed at the
rear, combine elegance with structural
while
the flowing
stability
supports,
bowed arms and curvilinear back enriched
with well defined carving are masterpieces
of classical design. They admirably unite
the qualities of strength and refinement
which Frank Savery valued so highly. The
oval backs of the mahogany
pair are
decorated by simple beading and filled
with three shaped splats punctuated by
the most satisfying
paterae. Perhaps
feature is the effortless manner in which
the Serpentine supports and arms flow
from the cappings above the front legs.
The slender lobed backs of the satinwood
armchairs which are related to designs in
Hepplettthite's
Guide, incorporate the three
feathers, the badge of the Prince of Wales'
party, commonly employed at this period.
The ribs are carved with a raised band on
the inner and outer edges a technical
refinement found only on the best piecesand further ornamented
with paterae,
festooms of drapery, husks and ribbons.
The beautifully controlled openwork pattern of the back and delicate surface enrichment make this pair of chairs an acquisition of the first importance.
Cheval dressing-glasses came into fashion during the last quarter of the eighteenth century when large sheets of looking

glass

—
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at Leeds appears to be largely the result
collecting between about
1942 and the late 1950's. Besides English
furniture, he also collected Persian pottery,
Luristan bronzes and a little maiolica. But
early Chinese ceramics claimed his main
at tention.
Savery's early years as a collector were
exceptionally
favourable
for acquiring
these wares. Previously unknown,
with
certain exceptions, in the West, they were
then coming on to the markets of the Far
East and Europe in quantity, either from
excavation or from the break-up of collections after the end of the Chinese Empire.
The size of the opportunity can be gauged

of concentrated

The

Savery Bequest
Early Chinese
Ceramics - I

With the arrival of the full riches of the
Frank Savery Bequest of early Chinese
ceramics the subject takes on a major
significance
among
the collections of
Temple Newsam. In the blue-and-white
and enamelled wares of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries the collection
had already been strong, and when, during
the last war, Mr. Savery placed on loan
eighty early pieces, something approaching a representative showing of the development of Chinese ceramics could be
claimed. Mr. Savery, however, went on
collecting, and when he died in June 1965,
another 270 pieces, besides the eighty
already on loan, became the permanent
possession of Leeds. The result is that a
representative collection becomes a true
study-collection in which certain periods,
notably the T'ang (A.D. 618-907), may be
examined in depth. But it is not just the
specialist who will rejoice in the bequest,
for this is a collection which has much to
say to the visitor with only the mildest
interest in ceramics.
First the background of the collection
needs comment. Born in 1883 at Huddersfield, Savery grew up in the West Riding,
and the name of his grandfather, George
Brooke of Huddersfield, is linked with the
bequest. Much of Savery's life, however,
was spent abroad, and he became ConsulGeneral in Warsaw before the war. He
was collecting in the 20's and 30'smainly Islamic textiles and some Chinese
pots but almost everything was lost when
Poland was overrun
in 1939. Savery
returned to London, and the bequest now

from the collections now, incidentally,
largely in public institutions in Britain,
notably those of Eumorfopoulos
(British
and V. and A. Museums), Ingram (Ashmolean), Raphael (largely Fitzwilliam),
David (David Foundation London), Oppenheim
(B.M.), Schiller (Bristol) and
Seligman (now touring British art galleries
before going to the B.M. and V. and A.).
It will be noticed in passing what wealth
is concentrated in southern collections. In
the north there are the notable collections
of Glasgow and Edinburgh
and the
Gulbenkian
Museum at Durham University; and now, halfway between Scotland and the south, that of Frank Savery.
The strength of Savery's collection in
T'ang items has already been mentioned.
His predilections were for T'ang white, of
about the ninth century A.D.—
the first
true porcelain to be produced, nearly a
thousand years before the West succeeded
in making
it and the three-coloured
wares, probably
of the early eighth
century. But the range of his collecting
was much wider, going back to Chinese
neolithic (c. 2000 H.c.) and as far forward
as the fifteenth century A.D. (there are a
few later pieces). Some of his pre-T'ang
highlights certainly cannot be passed over
here in silence.
The first is one of the two earliest pieces
in the collection, the neolithic urn in Fig. l.
Maturity is a difficult word to use of
Chinese pots, for this class of neolithic
vessel displays in startling degree those
features which historians of western art
have become accustomed to cite as hall-

—

—
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Fig.

I

par,

Pan-shan type, neolithic,

c. 2000-1700 B.c.,
height 16 in.

fine overall 'promarks of sophistication
portion', nicely-judged balance of decorated and undecorated areas, and absolute
but unforced control of material. These
objects, howelegant, perfectly-realised
ever, unmatched
by any other known
neolithic community, were the products of
primitive agriculturalists without writing,
living in villages in the high plateau
country of Kansu crossed by the upper
reaches of the Yellow River in the far
north-west of China. There at Pan-shan
urns were discovered, buried in graves, by
the Swedish geologist Andersson in the

1920's. These, and the more
early
utilitarian pottery unearthed by him lower
down the Yellow River at the type-site
Yang-shao, were the first inkling of'China's
Stone Age wares.
The salient features of the Pan-shan
urns are a finely-mixed, red body, often
of stoneware hardness, built up by hand
a wheel, and
but probably 'trued'n
painted decoration in red and black spiral
and wave patterns, never found below the
shoulder of the vessel. The pots, executed
with great care and often lightly burnished,
imply the existence of kilns capable of
12

1000',

temperatures
exceeding
and
considerable knowledge of kiln-draughts.
The date is disputed but must fall between
about 2000 and 1700 B.c.The nature of the
painted patterns has also been the subject
of controversy. Andersson speculated that
they might have a religious, symbolic
meaning, but there is at present no proof
of this. Less is known of the 'Red
Yang-shao people than of other neolithic
communities
in China, at least one of
which was of an advanced kind. No link
can be produced to account for the resemblance of the spirals and other motifs to
those on neolithic
in
pots excavated
Southern Russia and as far away as
Rumania. The Yang-shao people were
not nomads and their own patterns show
tremendous variation within a restricted
field, both factors arguing in favour of a
local origin for the pottery.
After this supremely-accomplished
start
the next phase represented is the first
historical period (c. 1550 B.c. to the Han
Pottery'r

Fig. 2
Chou

jar,

period,

late
probably

3rd century a.c.,
diameter 7 in.

A.D. 220).Until the Han
dynasty 206 B.c.—
this is not remarkable for actual ceramic
products'ut has great importance as a
formative period. The culture of the Yellow
River alluvial plain in the north moved
into the Bronze Age about 1550 (the
beginning of the Shang civilisation with
its bronze-casting centres) while neolithic
ways of life persisted in the south down to
the Han. One of the sustaining elements
of this long period, especially in the south,
is a type of grey pottery characterised by
impressed all-over decoration and largely
in everyday use. Fig. 2 is an interesting
example with a more elaborate pattern
than most. At least one vessel of this period
in the Savery Bequest has traces on its
shoulder of a material which may be glaze
formed accidentally by wood ashes in the
kiln falling onto the vessel. Glaze (which is
referred to more fully later) certainly
1

Except for the rare white stoneware of e. 1200 B.c.
best represented by a jar in the Freer Gallery,
WVashington.

originated
early in this period, and
Shang pieces have been advanced by
Chinese scholars as examples of intentional
glazing.
It is not until Han times that ceramics
again asserts itself as a dominant art.
With the emergence of a new wealthy class
engaged in the administration of a unified
China but not able to aflord bronze,
ceramic objects took on a greater importance than they had had before as substitutes for the metal in burials. There are
two excellent examples in the Savery
Bequest, respectively with relief and painted decoration. The first is a funerary jar
(Fig. 3) which is closely related in form to
the hu bronze, and has simulated handles
moulded below bronze-type tiger masks.
The frieze of animal forms also has bronze
and derives some of its
counterparts,
vitality from the animal art of Central
Asian bronze-working
peoples, notably
the Scyths of Southern Russia.
The jar was made about the beginning
of our era, specifically as a tomb object to
provide for the dead in the next world in a
manner already hallowed by long tradition
in China. Technically it is interesting as a
characteristic example of Han lead glaze,
a means of decoration imported most
probably from the Roman Orient, with
which the Han people conducted an
extensive trade. Glaze is a glassy covering
layer consisting of silica, for example

quartz sand, mixed with alumina to give
viscosity, and with a 'flux', alkaline (lime,
soda or potash) or, as in the present
instance, oxide of lead. Lead glazes needed
only low temperatures to fuse them and
could easily be coloured with metal oxides.
Copper gave the characteristic
green
which is still to be seen on this vessel in
places where the salts in the earth have not
caused the glaze to flake away. In other
places decay in the glaze layer has produced effects of iridescence which by a
curious twist of history bring it closer to
the appearance of a present-day bronze
patina than the original glazed vessel
would have had to the shining bronze
whose form it repeated.
The painted example (Fig. 4) probably
of the 2nd-1st centuries a.c., is a bowl and
cover of black earthenware. The cover is
usable as a bowl if inverted, in the manner
of certain bronze types. The unfired
decoration on the cover consists of red
scrolling motifs defining areas of ochreyellow, and white scrolls, circles, commas
and spots at intervals. Only the yellow and
white are visible on the bowl. Painting in
yellow and red was a consistent feature of
Han lacquer, and the comma-motifs and
other elements derive from that art, which
itself was often closely based on inlaid
bronzes or textiles.
Another piece of prime importance in
the collection is the jar illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3 3ar, Han period,
about 1st centuty
height 131 in.

A.D.,

Fig. 5. 3ar, 'proto-porcelain'ype.
B.c.—
A.D. 2201, height

Han Period 1206

14

7

in.

s

'

Fig. 4 Bowl with

cover,

Han period, probably about
1st century a.c.,

diameter

7 in.

tu
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ancestors of'he celadons familiar in
European collections. Where the north
had previously led in matters of art, they
represent a major contribution from the
southern half of China. They are also
often extremely
attractive
as
simply
objects. This example has a characteristic
shape with flaring mouth and a wavy
motif incised with a comb-like implement
round the neck. With this ware Chinese
pottery was launched on its exploration
of true ceramic form invested with glaze
which was to be its dominating impulse
for over a thousand years.

This is of hard stoneware and of a class
termed 'proto-porcelain'y
Laufer, who
first published examples in 1917. The body
is far harder than anything
previously
encountered, and contains clays akin to
the kaolin or china clay later used in porcelain, though impure by later standards.
The glaze includes the same ingredients,
derived from a felspathic rock, and is fired
with the body, becoming fused with it in a
much more intimate way than lead glaze.
These jars are thus a landmark in the
development leading to the hard, compact,
resonant ware called porcelain. They were
being made, almost certainly in Chekiang
province in south-east China, as early as
the third century a.c.', and with their
brownish-olive glaze may justly be seen as

JOHN SWEETMAN
1

Chinese authorities have reported a type of this
ware which they attribute to the eighth century

B.c.
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A Newly

Discovered Ballad on
Sir Arthur Ingram

The archives of the Earl of Mexborough,
at present deposited at the Leeds Reference
Library, contain a small collection of

documents which once belonged to members of the Reresby family of Thriberg in
South Yorkshire.'mongst these papers is
an extremely interesting manuscript book
of early seventeenth-century
verse compiled by Sir John Reresby (1611—
46),
father of the well-known
restoration
courtier and man of letters. The volume
contains over three hundred poems by
Donne, Jonson, Raleigh, Carew, Beaumont, Herrick and many other less wellknown writers. It was apparently variously
compiled over a number of years as a
kind of private anthology since while the
majority of entries are in the hand of Sir
John Reresby, they are interspersed with
contributions in four other hands.
The manuscript contains several political poems reflecting events from the reigns
of James I and Charles I. One of theses,
ascribed to Sir Jo. Gibson, is a comic ballad
about one of the most notorious episodes
in the career of Sir Arthur Ingram. It
deserves to be published as a diverting
instances of how heartily Ingram was disliked by his contemporaries.
Some background information is necesthe topical
sary in order to understand
significance of the poem. In February 1615,
Sir Arthur made his most ambitious bid
for office and power
the purchase of the

important post of Cofferer of the Royal
Household. The elevation of a merchant
and money-lender of humble origins and
dubious integrity to such an exalted position led to vigorous protests, his subordinates all went on strike and ref'used
to serve under him an incident quite
without parallel. Eventually,
after four
months, he capitulated, and owing to his
disgrace and humiliation, decided to move
to Yorkshire where he rapidly acquired
Temple Newsam),
(including
property
and soon became one of the principal
landowners in the county.
A letter written by a court gossip, John
reChamberlain,
records contemporary
action to the scandal: "If this business of
Ingram's had not been, I know not how
we should have entertained ourselves, for
this whole month together, it hath filled
both court and city with daily news and
discourse".s The newly-discovered ballad
reflects the derision
with which
Sir
Arthur's appointment
was greeted and
describes one of the tactics used to dislodge
him.
C. G. G.

—

1

In 1705 Sir William Reresby sold the Thriberg estate to John Savile, whose grandson was
elevated to the peerage in 1753 as 1st Earl of
Mexborough
a circumstance which helps to
explain how the M.S. came to the present

—

2

owner.

F.81v. (the hand has not been identified).

Quoted by A. F. Upton, Sir .arthur Ingram,
Oxford, 1961, p. 76.
I am indebted to Mr. Upton's book for much
of the background information contained in
the commentary and notes.
A few additional notes may be of value:
V. 1 Sir Arthur's father came from Rothwell, near
Leeds, hence the allusion to his provincial
origins.
V.3 Sir Arthur's opponents are known to have
insisted that he did not take his place at the
Coff'erer's table when the court dined.
V.4 Marmaduke Darrell led the opposition to
and in accordance
Ingram's appointment
3

the rules of seniority tvas installed as
Cofferer after his resignation.
V.5 In April 1615, Sir Arthur had purchased a
Crown monopoly for mining alum
a commodity used for fixing dyes in cloth.
V.8 One of Ingram's principal London houses was
obat Stratford-le-Bow. 'Mauditt'emains
scure, but may be an oblique allusion to his
third marriage,
early in 1615, to Mary
Grevi1 le.
V.9 This verse is clearly corrupt, perhaps owing
to the oral transmission of ballads of this
nature.
with

—

—
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To the right Wor'p" Sir Arthur Ingram
When Arthur first in court began
he had not long to raigne
the Country sent him to the Court
Court kickt him back againe.

7 hen Arthur brought his trunckes to Court
and set them at the gate
but wind nor waves were not so rugs
as were the peoples hate

7 hen Arthur mustred all his friends
full forty strong and able
but when he came to court to dine
he found nor meat nor table

When in came Lord Party-beard
and did all rebuke
swearing he should have his meale
no no quoth Marmaduke

And no quoth all the table round
then Arthur thoughtit time
to seeke his dinner somewhere else
and deale in Allum mine
Then Arthur he came blustring

out

as red as any oker
and all the court laugh't and cryed out
make room for this great broaker
Then Arthur left his high attempt
near more to be a medler
and did confesse the place too greate
for him who was a peddlar

7 hen Arthur get

thee home to Bow

and there cast up thy audit
and count the bribes that thou dost knowe
and kysse good mistriss Mauditt

Sir Arthur

thou art wise enough
and knows thy private gains
Then Arthur love they guinnes
They'l get thee noble friends

SIR JO: GIBSON
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Calendar of Notable Events in Leeds
TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

CITY ART GALLERY

Open daily, including Sundays
10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m. (or dusk)
Wednesday (May to September)
10.30 a.m. to 8.30 p.m.

Open daily, 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

56 GrouP Exhibition
June 3 to June 24
An exhibition of painting and sculpture
bers of the above group of Welsh artists.

Six Tiepolo Frescoes from the Palazzo Porto,
Vicenga

College of Art Diploma
July 3 to July 16

These frescoes were commissioned by the Porto
family for their Palazzo in Vicenza and were
painted c. 1757 by Giovanni
Battista Tiepolo
(1696—1770), the most celebrated fresco painter of
his time, in collaboration with his son, Giovanni
Domenico Tiepolo (1727—1804). They depict outstanding events in the history of the Porto family,
ranging from 1022 to 1661, and are therefore not
only of artistic but also historical value. The frescoes
have been lent to Temple Newsam House by an
anonymous Dutch collector who is now their owner
and svill be on show until December 1968.

An exhibition

VVork

of students'ork arranged by the
of the Leeds College of Art

Fine Art Department
trVorld

Exhibition

of

Photography

August 2 to August 16
An exhibition of over 500 photographs, the work of
264 photographers from 30 nations, shown under
the topic 'What is man?'he exhibition is being
shown simultaneously
in cities throughout
the
world.

Exhibitions in other Yorkshire Galleries
Batley

Bradford

of Wild Life Artists Exhibition
Lancashire Group of 4rtists
4th Batley Schools Arts Exhibition
Children's Royal Academy (A.E.B.)

Society

American

Decade

Studio Pottery ( V.

1890—1900 (A.C.)

&'.)

Bradford Arts Club
Bradford Camera Club
Contemporary Italian Prints ( V.
Palissy to Picasso (V. &" A.)

K

by mem-

A.)
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(A.E.B:)

May 13 to June 10
May 20 to June 17
June 19 to July 21
July 22 to August 19
May 13 to July 2
May 27 to June 17
June 24 to July 30
July 8 to July 22
July 22 to August 13
August 19 to October 8

(Boiling Hall)

Wallpapers (V. &" A.)
Edwardian Elegance (V. C> A.)

May 13 to June 4
June 17 to August 6

Brighouse

Royal Academy (A.E.B.)
Contemporary Art Society (2".A.S.)
sYew English Art Club (A.E.B.)

May 13 to June 10
June 10 to July 9
July 8 to August 5
July 22 to September 10
September 23 to October 22
September 23 to October 21

Vutorian

Glass (G.7) ( V. &" A.)

(T.A.S.)
(A.E.B.

Lumiere Cinematographe
Britain in Watercolours

Doncaster

Bayeaux Tapestry

(A.E.B.)

Chinese Life through

Artists International

Harrogate

Association

1958—61 (A.C.)

Xew Paintings
Paintings

to May 21
May 27 to June 25
July 1 to July 30
August 5 to August 26
September 2 to September

Han Arls

by Terence Bennett

Basil Rocke Exhibilion

Arts Club
Harrogate School of Arl

lsiidderdale

Botanical Prinls

O'.)

Contemporary American Prints (V.
American Studio Pottery (V. ts" A.)

Huddersfield

Hull

Peter Brooke

(?.A.S.)

Ci'.)

Contemporary Calligraphy ( V.
Huddersfield School of Ar I
1967 (A.C.)
Toung Contemporaries
Huddersfield Camera Circle

Bomberg RelrosPective (A.C.)
Hull Photographic Society
Hull Arl Club
Modern Sculpture and Iyrawings
Terry Lee (2.A.S.)

? oung

Keighley

Contemporaries

(V. 6? A.)

(A.C.)

Paintings by Eric jones
Crafls Council Exhibition
.4frican Sculpture (A.C. )
Art from Keighley Schools
Paintings by 3ack Clarkson
Keighley Art Club

of'he ?"orkshire Museum Service
Folk Life (2".A.S.)
Arls Council JVew Painling 1958/61 (A.C.)
Scarborough Art Society
Benelux Festit al Exhibilion
ftforth Riding Artists
Contemporary Oil Paintings

May 5 to June 3
June 4 to June 30
July and August
September 1 to September

2'orkshire

IVatural History

(? .A.S.

)

Work

A.C.

—Arts

Works

Council

to May 13
May 13 to June 11
June 3 to June 25
August 12 to September 10
August 19 to September 10
September 23 to October 14

to May 21
to May 21
May 28 to June 25
July 1 to July 30
July 15 to August 13
August 5 to September 24
)August 15 to August 27
(September 9 to September 20(
from September 16
from September 23
from September 30

Lumiere Cinematographe
(? .A.S.)
Steel, Peech &" Tozer Camera Club

York

to May 20
May 13 to June 3
June 10 to June 24
July 29 to August 19
September 16 to September 30

May 20 to June 11
3 to June 25
17 to July 8
17 to July 2
1 to July 30
15 to August 6
August 19 to September 9
August 19 to September 17
September 2 to October 1
September 23 to October 22

Cociely of'arine Artisls (A.E.B.)
?orkshire Mammals (T A.S.)
Rotherham Society of Artists
Rotherham Photographic Society

Scarborough

to May 21
May 27 to June 18
June 24 to July 30
August 5 to August 20
August 26 to September 17
August 26th to October I

June
June
June
July
July

Sculpture B(247 (A.C.)
Lumiere CinemalograPh
(?lA.S.l
Rockingham Ware (?".A.S.)
Moulded in Leather (2".A.S.)

Rotherham

30

(A.E.B.)

of Kathe Kollwitz (A.C.)

A.E.B. —Arts Exhibitions Bureau
I'.A.S.

=

Museums

30

September

V. & A. —Victoria and Albert Museum
and Art Gallery Service for Yorkshire

QUEEN SQUARE GALLERY
CLAYPIT LANE

LEEDS 2

Telephone 27371

FXHIBITIOJVS
FOUNDED

8th JUNE TO 1st JULY

I770

Paintings and Drawings

TERRY FROST

Restoration

5th JULY TO 29t}13ULY

SMALL SCULPTURE
Mixed Exhibition
13th SEPTEMBER TO 7th OCTOBER

of the North
PETER BROOK

Paintings

Conservation
ofthe Antique, Oriental O'Occi(kntal

3 fern

examples

Saturdays
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

3 large

selection

of original prints

always in stock

undertaken

BRON7ES, BUHL> CFRAMICS> ENAMELS,
IVORY CARVINGS, JADES, MOTHER OF
PEARL>

Tuesdays to Fridays
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

of work

ORMOLU,

MARBLES>

OBJETS

D ART, SNUFFS, TORTOISE SHELL AND

WORkS OF ART
RESTORERS TO THE LEADING MUSEUMS

G. Garbe
23

CHARLOTTE STREET LONDON
MUSEUM

I268

W. I

ESTA8LISHED l867

REMOVERS

STORERS
PACKERS

SHIPPERS
287

ROUNDHAY
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j
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